-QUEER-A TERM FOR ALL OF OSZine QUEER is here for us all. Zine QUEER is an alternative for those
just coming out with their sexuality or for those who don't fit into
the two catagories popular in society, The gay movement was started
to enlighten people of sexual differences but I'm finding that now
that gays and lesbians are making their way up the societal ladder
something strange is happening. Those who don't fit into either
catagory of gay or straight are getting stepped on and left at the
bottom. Are we carrying on the tradition of what the gay and lesbian
movement is supposed to be about? It's supposed to be accepting and
education of sexualities which are "out of the norms of society ."
I'd also fit that in with trans-sexuality, androgyny, hermaphrodites,
and the list goes on ••••••• • There is really no sources of information
for young people who are wanting to explore their sexuality, who
don ' t ident'ify as just one way. This zine is for people of different
types of sexual life-styles . This means gay, lesbians, bi's,
trans-sexuals, butch/femmes, even people who fantasize about being
with animals , and people who identify with straight, but are curious.
I'd like for those who are more easily accepted by society to
remember where we came from. In one place or another in Lavender
Heights you will see a pink triangle, I'd like to point out that
it is a symbol of the oppression and horror we have faced for our
sexual differences . The holocaust . In Nazi Germany homo-sexuals
were placed last on the societal ladder of torture. Here is a
documented quote from Kogon's classic study of the holocaust, "All
groups of prisoners in the concentration camp had to wear external
markings which were sewn onto their clothing, namely a number and
a triangle of a certain color. Red was the sign of political
prisoners ••• Green for criminals ••• violet for Jehovah ' s witnesses,
black for asocials, pink for homo-sexuals and brown for gypsies."
The pink triangle is now a sign of gay pride . We've seen ~hat damage
denying rights has done, and the pink triangle is there to remind
us of where we've been , yet why are some of us reluctant to share
the same pride with others? Now it seems bi-sexuals and trans-sexuals
are getting the "no no" signal from a lot of gays and l esbians. They
are at the bottom of the sexual, societal ladder. But it wasn ' t too
long ago when gays and lesbians were at the bottom , and were being
tortured and killed as a cause of it.
Now that we're in the 90's some of the oppression gays and
lesbians felt is lifted, There are more gays out and more support.
At one time the word queer was replaced with gay. Queer means
different or devient. It seems a lot of gays and lesbians are shunning
this word, QUEER and pointing their fingers at those who stand out
as "QUEER," like drag queens and bi-sexuals. I was at a protest
with a friend and some older conservative gays refused to use the
classic saying "we're here! We're QUEER ! Get used to itl" Instead
they were saying "No, we 're not different anymore, we 're just like
youl They're the ones who are different! The bi's and the trannies.
We're normal ! We want to be accepted!." With the wants to be "normal"
and not QUEER these people are putting down and striking down those
who are not gay. I stress the word, QUEER because it involves ALL
people of sexual differences, not just gays and lesbians. We are
growing towards the end of an old era, I think it is up to us(a
younger group of. "queer rights" activists) to remember that when
we are demanding ·our rights that we must remember the rights of
everyone, and not just ourselyes.-Enjoy Zine QUEER and please feel
free to respond to anything said in these pages.-Peace, love and
chaos to everyone-Shannon Wo~g ( the chic who runs QUEER)
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Zine Queer,
Decent 1st issue . My comments concerning "Politics by Martin:"
I went through my baby radical period in my early 20 's, 1 O years
ago, but I never used the language that vanguardist leftists use,
I'm glad to see that QUEER wants clear, not biased, language in
it, which is why I have to say that the politics column coule
stand some cleaning up. I get bored really quick when someone
starts tossing stuff like "proletariat" etc, around. It ain't
P.C., but it is dogmatic and uncreative and wastes space. At the
moment I don't thi nk I could clean the article up, but that's
not my purpose here. End of sermonl-Thorn+on
Response:l·/ell, I understand everything you've said and appreciate
your insight and honesty. Martin has already left QUEER so you
won't have to worry about another article filled with tired phrases
and overly P.C., communist slogans, Thanks.-Shannon(Jeanne)
Dear Queer,
I do not believe I am . I am not sure that I'm not. Masculine
in appearence(exept the hair)and, as I've been told, feminine
mentally and emotionally. No, I am not gay. I don't think. Just
a feminine guy. That's
all, or is it? I don't find other guys
attractive, exept Axl Rose in the video for "Sweet Child O' Mine"
but at the time I thought he was a she. I definatley find women
attractive. · Does that mean anything at all? What does mean
anything? How does one know that they are·gay? On behalf of all
the
undecided
people
within
reading
distance;how
do
I
know?-Indecisively yours,-Phillis
Dearest Phillis,
Well, the choice you are talking about is either calling
yourself gay or straight.
How about choosing your own sexuality
instead of the narrow minded choices that society has given you,
and us all? Don't be quick to label your-self. Being a part of
QUEER's staff you will always get the support to make the choice
with your sexuality ••• what-ever that choice may be.-Love your
secret sis, Shannon(Jeanne)
Queer,
I'm 15 years old and have finally come to grips with who
I really am. I have been attracted to other girls as long as I
can remember. The funny thing is, I tried to ignore it as I' m
sure many young gays and lesbians have. I even tried to date guys.
The guy I most recently dated became a really close friend. About
a month ago I finally confided in him the secret I've carriec
for so long. I couldn't believe the understanding I got from him.
It totally amazed me that in this world of queer bashing racist
assholes that I found someone who understood. That's all I've
ever wan ted was to be heard and understood. This guy is now helpin~
me to gain enough courage to tell my parents. I don't know how
that wi·ll go, but I'm glad I've come to terms with myself now
that Zine Queer exists for people like us.-oarianDear oarian,
Thank you for your sweet, endearing letter. I'm thinl:in9
if you need support to come-out to your parents you might want
to try the Lambda center's youth program . Fridays at 5:45-6:45
for an informative meeting and Saturdays 8:00-12:00 for a social.
Contact QUEER for further information, or Lambda which is on the
corner of 20th and L. Their phone H is 442-0185.
·
-Love, Shannon(Jeanne)
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A QUEER llOVIE YOU WILL LOVE THA't' YOU
CAN RENT-----HAROLO & MAUDE--------

~ Shannon Wong

Harold and Maude(Ruth Gorda n ) is a movie about a death obsessed
18 year o l d man who falls in love and want:; to ma"rry a vivacious
80 year old woman. The movie proved to me that love sees no
age limits . The love between Harold and Maude was a love as
pure as any other love I've ever witnessed in a film.
There are a couple very funny scenes in the movie from
the beginin9 when Harold fakes his death in many unusual and
creative way~ to a scene with a priest trying to explaining
what having sex with an 80 year old woman would be like, The
other sc~ne is when routy Ruth Gordan(playing Maude)dodges
a cop after telling him she didn ' t believe in driving licenses
and after adnitting stealing several cars. Harold is intrieged
by her and starts to really live and forget about his
f acsination with death.
At the end of
the movie Harold is faced with the fact that he might loose
Maude. " But I l ove you. " Harold says to Maude, With her knowing
that he ' s neve r loved before and with a smile of peace on her
face she replies with,"That ' s wonderful, Harold. Keep loving . "
The love shared between the two is a love that goes deeper and
past all boundries of age set by society and has a hidden meaning
that only those who follow their hearts could understand.

DO

Orlando takes pla~e over the span of about four hundred years .
During this time Orlando had t he un i que oppertunity to live life
as both gendei:s. Originally a prominant lord in high favor with ·the
queen, he soon f i nds hi msel f as a woma n without any rights , and unfair
conflicts soon arise. Althou2h Orlando realizes s/he i s "the same
person • • • just d iffer e nt body no one else in England deals with it
that way .
Suddenly her ability t9 hold property and to hold a conversat ion
with a man on an equal leval comes into question. As a woman she
is confronted with all types of ne ga t ive and incorrect assumptions
fro~ society and from men of the ~ime. For a relatively short film,
manyissues , most of which are s~ill relevant today, are confron ted.
Tilda "swinton is the ideal character for Orlando--her androgynous
appearence with . just the right amount of femininity enables her to
pass for. a man of that time , 'or as a woman.
With' more humor · than I had e~pecte~ and a myriad of situations,
Orlando makes you think about gender " roles" tn society, and how
the only way to truly: understand and relate to t he gender you are
not--is if by some chance you were able to live both genders in the
same life .
by Stephan ie

Pornography & Prostitution: Two Women's Views On It--by Sandra
and Shannon--

ff.

SH-Do you consider the selling of a human body as something
to be legalized by this entire country?
S-Along with drugs , I think people should have full choice on
what they do with their bodies. Don't you?
SH-Hmmph • ••• • whatever is condoned by the government ,or our
government, is supposed to be beneficial to the individual and
society as a whole, I beli eve that it is not possible for
everyone to get everything that they want, yet what about that
pursuit of happiness . I do not believe that prostitution or
pornography is anything about happiness. Instead, I see it as
forms of violence in which the human soul is forgotten ,
Objectification is what that is all about, only the sdhell of
the body is used, I conside r that destructive to the soul and
furthers the overall separation of the body and spirit . S-Before
you said that what-ever is condoned by the govt. should be
benificial to the individual, but 'what about the stripper who
is enjoying her-self or the prostituite who knows no other trade
but sex, Don't you think making pornography and keeping
prostitution illegal will make people sexually frustrated and
cause harm to those who can ' t vent their sexual desires?
SH:Well that's their problem, hee, hee no o,k, The way i see
that is • • •• here is an analogy of sorts, if a burglar is
enforcing their trade and/or that is the only work they know
it still does not mean that someone is not get ting hurt by that
action . i see the hurt of prostitution and pornography as all
that are involved are affected by the objectification,
Everything is brought to the level where the mind and spirit
are left out. i believe it gives all that are involved
nevermind •• • as i wrote before that it furthers the separation
of bodY. and spirit, thus creating desensitivation from reality,
Simply being ;put of toych and all that. Thus less is done by
anyone living in 1 numbed- out state. Do you think that it is
really a free choice on the prostitute or the porn model to
dQ what they do?
SjYes, ' the world is not a pretty place: There ' s murder, rape,
. s~xism and so on. Selling sex and posing for sexual pictures
; has got to be the most vulnerable and exciting job you could
' have, but it is also very dangerous. I dig what you're saying
',about' the connection of the mind, body and spirit, but what
•about ' the connection between the mind , body, spirit and the
sexual part of your-self. All I want to present is the taking
away of choice. If we make porn/naked pictures illegal that
m~ans that everything creative, but slightly s exual will be
taken out of movies, art, photography and so on, I don't want
women dying on the streets, but I want us to have the choice
to do what we want with our lives , and with that choice comes
the responsibility of taking care o f ourselves and like the
hooker who wouldn't get into that van, being smarter with the
choice. I think you have a beautiful credo on the way thi ngs
are supposed to be but what do you think about what I've just
said?
lr, thing that i know about porn and prostitution
SH-We 11 th e On
" i th t it is boundariless
Having
as exciting or 'vulnerable
s
a
'
that
boundaries does not ignore sexuality. About censorship,
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is hard because then who would draw the llne oet:ween art and
porn. But , .anyways i am not talking about the repression of
sexuality because body selling and porn pictures do not mean
sexuality, instead it is about money and empty human shells.
About infringement of choice, prostitution is not much of a
free choice. Selling your body in order for sex is not usually
done for the prostitutes release of sexual tension instead for
the "john". The only thing a prostitute aims is money and
degradation and one more message that their genitals are the
only important thing. Victims of the patriarch with the illusion
of free choice to prostitute or pose for porn pictures. "Please
men" is the name of the game, not fufilling their own hopes
and dreams.
S-I don't agree with your views on sex . lls women we have to
put our boundrics on what we do and who we do i t with, but what
happens while we are doing it is up in the air. I believe that
sex is a dark and scarcy thing, and that ' s what's so exciting
about it . I think that that's what prostitutes and porn stars
f eel , Do you have any proof, on an intellectual basis that
pornography and prostitution cause assualt and violence towards
women? Arn't we just increasing the fear of fer.1ale sexuality
by simply shutting it out of our culture? Isn't it a woman's
choice to do what she wants with her body?
SH-How can you say it's free choice when a woman is abused,
beaten or killed? It's not a free choice when prostitution anc'
pornography just creates another open door for destruction of
women. How can you say that's a free choice? Sandra and Shannon
will be answering these questions and addressing your topics
from two different points of view next issue!
I
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MADONNA'S SEX
former singer of Monkey Drive)
poet and journalist featured in the Bee,
and now a regular for The Latest Issue)A WE
CARE ARTICLE-TWO POINTS OF VIEW FROM
INTELLIGENT, HIP PEOPLE WHO KNOW ABOUT LIFE,
LOVE AND SEX-
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Shannon-I'm sick and tired of hearing about
these feminists talking about Madonna as if
she has done something incredibly bad for
women. I mean she's only used her sexuality
to explore and further the knowledge of women's
bodies and their sex in a society that doesn't
want to acknowledge women have any sexl What
is she doing have to do with "all women"
anyway? I
·
C- Madonna has made an ' incredible jump forward
for women. She has shown· that femininity is
ot about covering up, but more of power.
Madonna has shown that by using her sexuality
as well as her intelligence the power of women
and the power of sex. People will say to me
"\'/omen shouldn't have to use their bodies
to be recognized, and Madonna is the epitome
of that." Stop your damn wining . Madonna has
used that approach with her success. I'm not
denying tha~ there is sexism, what I'm saying
is stop crying about it, realize it's there
then use your power, as a woman , to change
it. That is what 1 feel madonna is working
on . People are a fr aid of sexuality and Madonna
isn't. How do you feel about it?
S-After looking at her book, horny but I guess
that's the way she wants to make you feel .
It's in your face, SEXI She says at the end
of the book, "A lot of people are afraid to
get what they want. That's why they don't
get what they want." Madonna is a direct
example of someone who's gotten what she wants .
I think that's why so many people hate her.
They are scared of asking for what they want.
they are afraid of sex. the whole "vanilla"
view of how "healthy" sex is supposed to be
by feminists is a bunch of bull. Like Camille
Paglia said, "Leaving sex up to the feminists
is like letting your dog stay with the
taxidermist." They have no idea that sex isn't
a Leave It To Beaver episode . It's hot,
sometimes it can be cruel, it ' s hard, wet
\ and sometimes it hurts. What do you think
of that, Corey? You liked the hard and wet
part, huh?
C-You got it I I agree with you 100% even
·
though I ' m giad to say I've never had sex
with a feminist!
S-Me either, well actually i did but
a man and since he has a penis he's
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of tne patriarcn, even tnougn ne never used
hia penis on me. He used hie tongue. It was
probably bigger than hill pe!its•
.
C-I agree wit~ you but the .problem we're facing
is where you quoted ~adonna and then said
•she's gotten what she wants• . What feminists
are whining about is the fact that she got
that by using her sexuality, and they don't
think that's right. They are afraid of sex
and feel that women shouldn't have to use
their sex to get ~here they want to be. I
agree but i don't think a woman is bad for
doing that. I don't think sex is a bad thing .
do you?
s-what a stupid question to ask, moil the
thing is, Corey that feminists were not always
against the censorship of porno-graphy. I
think it was Ruth Wallsgrove a woman working
for Spare Rib in 1977 who said , "I believe
we should not agitate for laws against
pornography, but should rather stand up say
what we feel about it~ what we feel about
our own sexuality, and force men to reexamine
their own attitudes about sex and women
implicit in their consumption of porn . " Pretty
cool, huh? She actually wanted to talk about
it instead of outlawing it. What do you think
feminists feel ~bout pro-choice?
C-They think women should have the right to
do what they want with their own body.
s-so it's kind of wierd that they don't think
women have the right when sex is involved
but when disposing of a fetus/child is involved
then the right is back on them. Feminists
obviously have some kind of sexual deficiency.
Huh?
C-Very possible, but lets not over generalize,
I'm generalized by feminists because of what's
between my legs. I'm part of the patriarch,
Shannon, didn't you know that?
S- Oh Corny, you aren 't neither. That hot-dog
was really good. Thank you.
C-Anyway, that's a severe contradiction .
It's something for people to maybe take another
look at. Wouldn't you say? What we've done
tonight is exactly what Madonna wanted her
book to do: stir up controversy maybe bring
up some new ideas, shock some people. most
of all to get people tal~ing about SEXI
s-okay dokey panokeylllllllI'm all talkedout.•

''Bui ·.. ·de generally I don y tl .
-.
d .gra~es women Th link pomograpfi··

omg it Want to d. . e women who lY.
~ to tlieir heado it. N~ one is holdfue
~·I love look.in~ I don t get that I ~
-"'-ecause womeri'
layboJ,. mag~ e
oo great nake(tiMe
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I was talking to my friend
and I got this i~age . ·it
was of sexual indifference .
Of being who you are and
being who you feel at the
time, sexually and having
the people around you be
totally at ease about vho
you are and who you choose
to be. I saw a bunch of people
who didn't believe that there
were only three different
kinds of sexual possibilities
lbut hundreds. I saw the cburc
and their views of hiddec
sex, banished and reformed
and I saw rape and violence
something that happened ·
yearly, and not hourly . I
saw comfort in the eyes of
strangers, when approaching
this land and I saw people
of all different types, colo s
and sexualities joining
together, naked and feeling
free in one.discussion, deep
in a forest. I saw people
who were comforta~~ !I

be ng w o t ey are, but not feeling incline
to be just a woman, or just a man. I saw an
and119ynous society, and I felt a sexual clar
and a clear understanding of just how much
we don't know about sex. I was brought up
with the notion that there were two types
~f sexualities, gay and straight, and there
was ~o in- between. People said that you had
to choose betwee,.!;lt9i'Y or straight·, and i f
you were bi* youi{cb~fused and unhealthy.
Out if our informative sources don't understand
our sexual differences then how can they say
they're "wrong" or "unhealthy."I say it's
a cop out, and a lazy one at that! In this
sexually.advanced utopian society people would
be devoted to updated sexual education. In
this society there would not be this
drea~-land mentality that all people are good
there-fore nothing bad will happen. The sex
can an~ wtU be "bad. "(B&O, S & M etc •• )
enyone who thinks the only healthy sex is
. vanilla• baa got to be a sexual derilectl
rhe thing is is that we are all capable of
cape and wurder.(just like S & M and •bad'
sex)That's whyopeople get so riled up with
~apital punishmept.(just like porns)Those
~ho .want so much for a murdere~ to die has

PAllSY DIVISIOll ia the fir•t gay man punk/rock band ever
atarted, Their aembora are Jon Ginoli(lead einger and 1on9
writerl,Chri• rree&1n(ba11i1t and back-up vocalel and David
ward(dru ...er). Sacraeento'a young people were In aw• 1eein9
a band that wa• •uch talked about, but never before eeen. While
perfor1>ing and ent~rtalnlng the young people of a queer
co..,.\lnity, they apoke of important heuea many of which dealt
epoctflcally with young people'• sexuality. A varied grou p
gathered in ~ tent at the rainbow faire by FACES to check out
the lively bane:.
11
Was this your firs t ehov in Sacramento?

"Yea, 11 stated

the very ene r getic •nd lively basaht, Chrh Freeman. "we're
glad to get an appreciative audience," Many fans came up to
Free•an while being Interviewed and sold how happy thoy wore
to see theo

h~re :

So•• even asked for •uto9raph1.

The band ts known for their shock value type lyrics and their
pro-sex and pro-safe -s ex points of view. "Host people just cooln9
out need to hear pur 11 1ue1 ." Chris rroeman said. "We proinote
sa fe sex. We want to say 'corrie out, just don't be stupid.' 11

"'

Some of their song• talking about 1afo aox were playod at the
s how. One of the"' was "Tho Coct";-1uckin9 Club" and the lyrlcs

go llko thts,"So lick, lick, lick. Suck, suck , suck. Unroll
,

the condollis and f uck, fuck, !uek. 11

Host of the people at the concert who had never hear<! P1:1:sy (
.:/
v
''} on their faces. ~he pOO?le who had hea rd thea before had a
' content smil e and danc1ns feet by tho middle of the show. Their t
favorites told by tho cheering of the crowd was "Bill and Ted's
Homo-sexual Adventure"(• parody about characters from the popular
teen-age movie "Bill and Ted's Big Adventure. "l On ono of the
songs people actually formed a pit and were kiddingly slar.w lng
into eachother. The popular and well liked song was called"Smell r
Like Queer Sp,lrlt"la queer verlion of Nirvana'• "Smells Like
Teen Spirit. 'I A group of gay men screaaed and yelled when
"Curvature" was played. A eong explaining In detail why a man's
dick is better with curvature.
'.''tile moat Important thing Pansy Division has done ts made
poopl~ aware of gay sex and •ade people excited and proud about
being 9ay , So1>e people think their lyrics talking about gay
sex Is offensive. But If they think that what they're doln~
in bed Is offensive then they need a reality cheek any.,ays."
said a devoted fan named Jean. 111th the expllcl t exposure of
gay aex in their song• It makes people comfortable with hol>O••xualtty or at least forces people t o famlllarl:e them-selves
with It. "When Jon thought of starting an all gay guy's band,
he knew that either he would do It, or 1011eone else would."

:li DIVISIOl''S 1>usic bltfore had looks of e.,barrass11ent and shock

I
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Freeman.
·' 1. •aid
Pansy Division
oleo released three

released a c.o. c11lled "Unc!resaed:" They've
tingles. They have "Fe<1111e In A Black Leather
Jacket 11 11 Sr.\ells Lik• Queer Spirit" and 11 Ho1'.o X-mas. 11 Th• second
eln9le contains "Bill & Tod's Homosexual Adventure" and "Dig
8ottocn." Their new single has "Traah 0 0 uomo-sapian .. and "Touch
My Joe Ca11el" on it. The band'• future plans are to finish
a new single released in Dece•ber or January of 94. They aro
also recording a new C.D. releu ed in Febuary or llarch of '94 .
Somo of the songa on the new a lbu• are "Ja111es Bondaga•twith
:~:~~an aln9ln9) The others are "Reciprocate" and 0 eeoc-cen

When the Paney Dlvlaton wa1 asked If they would ever come
back to Sacramento they aald, "W• would love to co1110 back to
Sacramento. We'd really love to play with Tigar Trap. They 're
great. I think they've really put Saeraaento on the ~•P·" With
Sacramento's queer youth aereaotng tor identity, Pansy olvislor.
haa a good chance of coning back to town to play another show,
In conclusion I think Pansy Division has made a big step for
queer rights by being the first gay man band to not be afraid
or embarrassed to talk about who thoy are, how they do it, and
..- _!lo~~ do i t safe. by~~~~~~ .~~n_9_ _ ____________
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VELVET ELVIS PAJN'l'lNGS1 ENIGMAS AND ELEC'TRICl\1, SAV IORS

by jenny humphrey
What is the secret of velvet Elvis paintings, and ll'Ore importantly, why would anyone
want to own one? Before now, there was no excuse. But vith our current energy crisi s.
velvet Elvis paintings (I'll ab?revlate that to v.E.p.s from now on) can save the
earth, and a new era will be born. (I thought or this one day at work when I'd stayed
up late the night before and had forgotten to eat lunch.)
tn the average Ameri can home, v . E.p.s will he as plentiful as electrical outlets
are now. The mechanics are not simple: static electricity from the velvet Is used,
as well as Elvis' powers as a spiritual conductor. The painting will be u\red on
the bacl<, in such a ~ay as to receive as much or the static electricity as ro~sible.
1111 appliances that exist can still t"<? used: an o~tlet will be locat~d in a ~lscreet
place on the frame. They can never break doh-n, and they can be taken anywhere.
The electric companies can no longer hoard electricity. V.£.p.s vill be priced at
$10 to $50, depending on the size, voltage, an1 whether t1'e painting is or a preor post-army Elvis. After the initial payment, you'll never be billed. An1 the
groovinest thing of all Is that they'll he sold on every roadside in llmE>rica. ,Nikola
Tesl~ did something like this once; he invented a tower that pulled e lectricity out
cf the sk)'. Thomas Edli;cn dlscovere1 electricity around the same ti;ne that ;.-,,s produced
in a way that could be controlled and 1rOnopollzed, and could~ profita?le to t~e
government. Lat.er, Tesla 1o<1s killed In a h\t.- and-run "accident.", possihly under
government orders.
~ ... am I the only one noticing that Elvis also died under mysterious ci rcum<;tances?
THE GOVERlllHEITT DIDN'T l\A.\'T ELVIS TO TELL US THllT HE WAS PROVIDING US W11ll A f'REE
~ INDEPENDEl'n' SOURCE Of ELECTRICITY!! Your gran1mother has good reason to love
Elvis, after all!
When vas the first v.E.p. painted? No one lcnows for sure, but there Isn't anyone
in the u.s. who doesn't have a theory.
Some say that the ancient. E;iyptians invented them-supposedly, scme mwrmies were
even 'buried with them so that t hey could use them In thei r afterlife .
There's even the theory that the cave men painted v.E.p.s, but I doubt it, 'cause
they didn't ~ave \•elvet then. so they'd have to paint Elvis on a cave >.'811 . an~ I
don't think that counts.
Other people say that they were probably invented during or after Elvi s' lifetime,
but. that's silly.
·..;;
The theory that l embrace is that o f the obscure 15th century v. E. p . Even the
ll'OSt. knowledgeable of art researchers don't 'alov about this one, and even vh~n they
do, they've almost never actually seen it. Quite possibly, they never will, .beo:ause
of the r~te at'which the velvet is deteriorating. Wherr1•m older, I'll . st.art a "savP.
the v . E.p. " campaign. Support Elvis, ?aby, •cause \.ie's Qor.na save the earth!
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llream of IDhlSperlng the
Seore-tS
Be tween blades of grass
l: llream, pale boy, dream
';While your heart oan yet
· Carry you So high
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Bec·ause AIDS Is Not An..Illusion
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